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Parti

Chapter 1: Introduction

BSIMSOI is the officially released SOI MOSFET model from the Device Group at the

University of California at Berkeley. The model can be used for both Partially Depleted

(PD) and Fully Depleted (FD) devices. This manual is just about FD. The basic IV

model is modified fromBSIM3v3.1 equation set. The major features are summarized as

follows:

• Supportsexternalbodybias and backgate bias; a total of 6 nodes.

• Real floating body simulation in both I-V and C-V. Body potential is properly

bounded by diode and C-V formulation.

• Self heating implementation improvedover the alpha version.

• An improved impact ionization current model.

• Various diode leakage con:q)onents andparasitic bipolarcurrent included.

• New depletion charge model (EBCI) introduced for better accuracy in capacitive

coupling prediction. Animproved BSIM3v3 based model is added as well.

• Single I-V expression as in BSIM3v3.1 to guarantee continuities of Ids, Gds and

Gm and their derivatives for all bias conditions.
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Chapter 2: Install

BSIMFD2.0 is a UNIX application. It can be ran at any computers with UNIX operating

systems, such as SUN Solaris, SUN4 and so on. To display curves of simulation results,

the X window system is needed. To ran this model, the Berkeley SPICE3f4/3E2 engine is

to be installed.

When the Berkeley SPICE is installed, two of subdirectories, src and utiU can be found

under the SPICE home directory. BSIMFD2.0 code has to be placed at the directory of

srcAib/dev/b3soi. There are two SPICE engine files should be replaced by the files

provided with this model code, inplnuc and inpdomod.c. The two engine files are to be

placed in the directory of src/lib/inp. There are two model card files named mnosfd.mod

and pmo^d.modwhich should be placed in user directory. The sourcecodeof this model

can be downloaded from the BSIMSOI webpage at http://www-

device.eecs.berkeley.edu/''bsim3soi. After downloading the file named bsimddl.c.tar.Z, it

needs to be decoded by the UNIX utilities of tar and compress to get the source code.

The command lines for decoding are:

> uncompress bsimfd2.c.tar

> tar -xvf bsimfd2.c.tar

When the model source code is got, place the files in correct directories described above.

Then ran con^iling command in SPICE home directory as following,

> util/build Solaris (suppose you work with Solaris conq)uter )

When finishing the con[q)iling, the executable code named spiceS will be placed in the

directory of solaris/obj/binwhich is located in outside SPICE home directory.

We strongly recommend you read the content of BsimTermsjuse file

before you run the model code.
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Chapters: Get Started

Because the executable code is located in the directory of solaris/obj/bin which is

outside SPICE home directory, so the path need to be set in the file of .cshrc or .login so

that it can be accessed anywhere.

To run the source code, type the nameof executable code in user directory,

> spiceS

Remember that the model card files should he placed in this directory for BSEVISOI

models.

If the init file is not built (usually like this), the message as following will appearon the

screen:

Note: can't find init file.

Program: Spice, version: 3f4

Date buUt: Mon Jan 11 11:27:57 PST 1999

Spicel-> _

Use source command to input deck file containing the circuit description you want to

simulate. Supposethe deck nameis mycircuit.cir, it is

Spicel-> source mvcircuit.cir

Circuit: * This is an exanq)le for SPICES

Spice2-> _
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Typing run can get the simulation results. Then by typing display, all displayable

parameters will be displayed on screen. Each displayable parameter can be printed or

plotted by print command or plot command. More detail information about SPICE

command refer to SPICE Manual.
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Chapter 4: Example

Here is an example to show how the model works. The example is to simulate a smgle

transistor, doing DC analysis by sweeping Vd and Vg, and then plot out its Ids curve. The

circuit deck is as following.

* filename: examl.cir
*

*model = bsimsoi
♦Berkeley Spice Compatibility
•k

* FD SCI NMOSFET, floating body simulation

vd d 0 do 1.5

vs s 0 dc 0
ve e 0 dc 0

vg g 0 dc 3
ml d g s e nl w=10u 1=0.25u debug=-l

.option gmin=le-25 itll=500
,dc vd 0 3 0.01 vg 0.5 3 0.5
.include nmosfd.mod

Put the file named examl.cir in user's directory, and set SPICE path to solaris/obj/bin

(suppose the con^uter is SUN Solaris Workstation with X-window). In user's directory,
invoke spiceS. The screen shows (the words with underline are typed by user):

Note: can't find init file. |g|—
Program: Spice, version: 3f4 | 1;
Date built: Mon Jan 11 11:27:57 PST 1999 —wiiid* |—:
Spice 1-> source examl.cir ^ _ hi^copa!;

Circuit: *model = bsimsoi

Spice2->run i ^ '
Warning: Pd =Ois less than W. /./ I \
Warning: Ps = 0 is less than W. 4.^
Spice 3 -> plot ml#Ids ^
Spice 4-> guit ^^ _1 "1

Are you sure you want toquit (yes)? —\ —•;—\
Spice-3f4 done . }P^'' • \ . • ' - I .. ; J
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Part II

Chapter 5: MOS I-V Model

5.1. General Information

A typical SOI MOSFET structure is shown in Fig. 5-1. The device is formed on a thin SOI

film of thickness Tsi on top of a layer of buried oxide with thickness Tbox- In the floating body

configuration, there are four external biases which are gate voltage (Vg), ^ain voltage (Vd),

source voltage (V,) and substrate bias (Vg). The voltage of internal body node (Vb) is usually

iterated in circuit simulation. If a body contact is applied, there will be one more external bias,

the external body contact voltage (Vp).

EXTERNAL BODY BIAS

SOURCE
'y. BODY

DRAIN

SUBSTRATE

Fig. 5-1 Schematicof a typical SOI MOSFET.
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There are a few FD SOI models proposed so far [5-3,4]. These models assume that

the body is fuUy depleted in all bias configurations. FD device has very strong backgate

effect. Unlike a NFD model, the body is not floating and the bodycharge is constant in

the model derivation. The bulk charge effect and the body-drain diode characteristic are

different than in a NFD device.

5.2. Notes on Floating Body Operation

One important question to ask is whether the body should be floating or not in a SOI

model. In some proposed FD SOI models, the body voltage is directly derived fi:om

diode, leakage and impact ionization current. Therefore the body is not floating in these

models. The advantages of non-body floating approach are a simpler model and faster

confutation time. In addition, it can model the DC kink but not the frequency or time

dependent kink effect [5-9, 10]. For these reasons, the body is always floating in

BSIMSOI. The floating body voltage is iterated by the SPICE engine. The result of

iteration is determined by the body currents. In the case of DC, body currents include

diode current, impact ionization, GIDL and body contact current. For AC or transient

simulations, the displacementcurrents originated firom the capacitancealso contribute.

53. Body Potential for Full Depletion

Let US denote this potential to be Vtso at strong inversion and VbsOt^ for all regions of

operation. The conventional classification of SOI can be phrased as : Vtso is larger

than 0, it is FD. Otherwise, it is PD/NFD. Vbso higher than 0.4V can be considered as a

"strongly" fiilly depleted device. It means that kink and floating body effect will be

negligible. On the other hand, if Vbso is less than - the device will be operated as NFD

most of the time. Backgate bias can have strong effect on Vbso if the buried oxide is thin.

It is very informative to use Vbso as an index of the degree of partial depletion instead of

the conventional NFD/PD/FD classification. The relationship between VbsOtff and the

transistor characteristic is explained first and then the formulation will be derived.
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Fig. 5-2 Threshold voltage versus body bias with various backgate biases

for a body-contacted FD device.

The tum-on characteristics can be affected by both the backgate bias and the external

bias as shown in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3. When the device becomes FD by increasing Ves or

decreasing Vps (i.e. Vps < VtsOeg), the backgate bias takes over the control of Vu,. In

subthresholdoperation, increasesas Vgs increases. As long as VbsOi^\& smaller than

the external body bias the subthreshold swing S is the non-ideal one. When VbsOeff

is larger than Vps, the device becomes FD and Vbs is tied to VbsOeff- Since Vbs increases

with Vgs, the subthresholdswing S is reduced.
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Fig. 5-3 Subthreshold characteristic of a body-contacted FD device with

Tsi=12mn under different body biases. The full depletion body

voltage (VbsOef^ calculated by BSIMSOI is also plotted. The device

is FD or PD depending on both Vbs and Vgs. It is FD when Vbs has

significant effect on Ids-

In short channel devices, the source and drain junction depletion can increase Vbso [5-

5]. Fig. 5.4 illustrates how this effect affects the turn-on characteristics. The long

channel devices are partially depleted for Vej=0 and 2V. As a result, Voi is the same for

these two biases. However, short channel devices show different Vth- It is because Vbso

becomes positive in shorter devices, i.e. the devices become FD. It is therefore necessary

to model the channel length dependence of Vbso-
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Fig. 5-4 Threshold voltage (Vth) versus effective channel length (L^) as a

function ofbackgate bias for Tsi = 160nmdevices. The full

depletion body voltage (VbsoS calculated by BSIMSOI is also

plotted. At V«=2V, Vi,jo^is raised above zeroas channel length is

reduced and causes a transition to FD operation, i.e. shorter

channel devices are FD while long channel devices are PD.

Vbso is derived as follows. With charge sheet approximation, the surface potential at

source end is assumed to be clamped to 0s at strong inversion. Hence Vbso is a constant

for a given backgate bias. Let us denote the Vbso at back interface flatband condition to

be Vbsot' Vbsot is also the Vbso for infinitely thick buried oxide. Vbsotis formulated as

L

^bsQt ~ 0s ~ *Qsi / ^si ^bsa ^vbdO exp - ^vbdl
2litl

+ 2 exp - ^vbd\
litl

(Vw (5-1)

where is the total body charge, Cn is the silicon film capacitance, litl is the

characteristic length and Vbi is the PN junction built-in potential. Vbsa* Dybdo and Dvbdi are

fitting parameters. The exponential terms account for the short channel effect on VbsOf
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using a similar functional form as V/a [12]. Vtsa isused to account for the error between

experimental measurement and the ideal Vbsot (equal to 0, -05 Q,,/C,,). This error can

be induced by non-uniform body doping. The electrical Ts^ Cst and Qsi are then

recalculated based on the non-zero Vbsa-

These parameters are used in all I-V calculation.

In general Vbso can be expressed as a function of Vbsot and the backgate bias Ves as

follow

V -V +V
_V bsOt ^es ' ' jbb^bsQ 'bsQt ^b\ ^

1+
box

where Kbi is 2i fitting parameter and Vjbb is the back interface flatband voltage. To keep

the formulation simple, the derivation does not distinguish between back interface

depletion or accumulation.

In order to extend the hill depletion body potential into weak inversion, the fiiU

depletion threshold voltage (Voifd) is first calculated by using normal Vth calculation with

Vbs substituted by Vbso- In subthreshold, Vbso^ and Vbsott^ are formulated as linear

functions of

^bsOtff ~^bsO ^Fb ^tkfd )

^bsOt^ ^bsOt )

where npb is the front gate to body potential coupling ratio. This ratio is one for infinite

Tbox but less than one for finite Tbox (Fig. 5.5). npb is derived as follows;

At the threshold of full depletion, VbsOmos where VbsOmos is the effective Vbs if

Vb^VbsO' The gate to body charge capacitance in our CV model is

dQb ^ Cox

2 ^bsOmos ^bsQmos^
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Since the body-to-gate coupling factor is

dOb
dV„

dQb
dV„

, then

npb =

+ Qbox

2 ^1a/^ ^bsOmos ^fcjOmoj)^ox Y Ai '

where Kst is a fitting parameter. This formulation allows thebest match for the coupling
factor between I-V and C-V models.

o
o

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

VbsOeff

VbsOteif

Slope =1 / /

/ / Slope =' l/nft

.vthfd

0.0 0.2 04 0.6

Vgs(V)

0.8

Figure 5-5 Vbsoeff^d Vbsott^\s. Vgs.

5.4. Effective Vbs

In BSIMSOI, the bulk equation for threshold and mobility calculation are used directly

by replacing Vbs with Vbst^- In bulk, Vbs refers to the body bias of a neutral body region.

An altemative interpretation is that the electric field coming from the surface channel is

terminated in the body. This condition is not always true in SOI. When Vbs < Vbsou^, the

channel depletion can reach the buried oxide and the electric field terminates in the

substrate below the buried oxide. In other words, the channel is coupled to the backgate.

Since device parameters Vth and |i^at small Vds depend on the vertical £-field at channel.
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it is necessary to derive an effective Vts that gives the same vertical electric field. The

calculation is illustrated in Fig. 5-6 and the expression of V^^is

i2

^bseff " ^bs
^si^{ybsOteff

^*Qsi^

SOI BOX

E-field

Potential

Vbs

Vbsmos

Figure 5-6 Diagramto illustrate the calculationof Vbseff- The electric field at

the bottom of silicon film is extrapolated to zero. By assuming the

absence of buried oxide, the potential at this point is Vbs^-

The difference between Vfo^and Vbs becomes significant only if a large negative Yes is

applied.

In BSIMSOI, Vbs is used for diode and BJT calculation while Vbs^is used for MOS

calculation. When Vbs < Vbsoteff> Vbs^^is smaller than Vbs has a lower bound of Vbso^^.

When Vbs > Vbsou^f, Vbs and Vbseff are equal up to the point when Vbs is close to the strong

inversion surface potential This is because the MOS model becomes invalid at this

body bias. V^^is clamped below 0s by a smoothing function.
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Decoupled

0.6 1.0

Iterating (V)

Figure 5-7 VbsjOo and Vbseff vs. the Vbs being iteratedby SPICE. Vbs_dio is used

for diode & BIT calculation while Vbs^is used for MOSFET.

increase

Vg, A',,

Effective depletion edge

depletion region

I • • mm I •!

buried oxide

hole

accumulation

Fig. 5-8 Illustration for the dynamic depletion bulk charge effect. When a

negative backgate bias is applied, a hole accumulation layer is

formed. It extends the effective depletion edge into the buried
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oxideandthenthebulkcharge effect is increased. Thisbackgate

effect is stronger under large gate and drain biases.

5.5. Subthreshold Drain Current

5.5.1 Subthreshold current expression

BSIMSOI uses a single current formula with a smooth transition from strong

inversion to subthreshold. The formula is based upon Vgsteff concept, directly borrowed

from BSIM3v3:

2nv, ln[l+exp( —)]
V

-oxJ -
I 2nv,

5.5.2. Ideal, non-ideal, supra-ideal swing

The Vbso^ and Vbst^ formulation described in sections 5.4 and 5.5 can yield the

experimentally observed SOI subthreshold phenomena. Assume VdM^. When the device

is in accumulation, the depletion layer width is zero, and the device is NFD. As Vgs

increases, the device is NFD until the film is fully depleted. As long as the device is

NFD, the subthreshold slope is the non-ideal one (>60mV/dec) as shown in Fig. 5.3.

When the device is FD, the non-ideal subthreshold slope becomes an almost ideal one.

At high Vds, body potential can be modulated by the substrate current Lub- As Vgs is

increased, Isub increases to appreciably change equilibrium floating Vbs. Because of body

effect, this translates to a change of Voi vs. Vgs, and results in a steeper subthreshold slope.

Conversely, the subthreshold slope can fall below 60mV/dec even in devices that are FD

for low Vds (see Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5-9 Subthreshold characteristic of a floating body "FD" device under

different backgate and drain bias. The non-ideal subthreshold

swing at low Yds and anomalous swing at high Yds are PD like

behaviors brought on by negative Ybg.

5.6. Single Drain Current Equation

The effective drain voltage Vdseff and effective gate overdrive voltage Vgsu^ in

BSIM3v3 are used in this model to link subthreshold, linear and saturation operation

regions into an single expression. With the use of effective body voltage {Vbse^ and

effective bulk charge factor {Ab^y the single continuous drain current formulation from

BSIM3v3 can be used directly.

^ds.MOSFET ^ds^dso^ds^ )
(1+

dstff

1 +
dseff

where Rds is the source/drain series resistance, jj^ is the mobility, Esat is the critical

electrical freld at which the carrier velocity becomes saturated and Va accounts for
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channel length modulation (CLM) and DIBL as inBSIM3v3. The substrate current body

effect (SCBE) on Va is eliminated becauseit has been taken into accountexplicitlyby the

floating body in SOL

5.7. Modified Impact lonizatioii Current

DC I-V curves in SGI depend on impact ionization current la and so does the

frequency dependence of output resistance [5-10]. That is why, unlike in bulk MOSFET

simulations, it is crucial to model la correctly. The classical lu model [5-11] is recalled as

0!b+«lV , s f ^ ^
~ T '^d'yds ^dsat)'

1e-7

<
^ 1o-8
C
o

^ 1e-9
o

CB
h.

CO

1e-10

CO

1e-11

W/L = 2.8/0.2

V^ = 1.1Vto 1.8V
with step O.IV

^ds ^dsat j

Symbol Eiqteriment
Classical Model

Proposed Model

Fig. 5-10

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Gate Voltage (V)

Substrate current of a L=0.2|Lim device as a function of gate

voltage.

Notice that ai is added in BSIM3v3.2 to in^rove the channel length dependence. The

classical model works well for long channel and predicting the peak la. The Isub versus

Vgs plot of long channel devices usually shows a bell-shape. However, such plot of a
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0.2^m device from current technology shows flatter curves as shown in Fig 5.13.

Significant discrepancy is observed, especially for high gate bias. It is believed that Vdsat

is not well modeled, causing a discrepancy. By using (5-12), Vdsat is extracted from the

measured /,, for the 0.2um device with Oo, ocj and poextractedat the threshold region. In

Fig. 5.11, the extracted Vdsat is compared with the Vdsat used for drain current

computation. The extracted Vdsat has a weaker gate voltage dependence. The slope of

curves also has a strong Vds dependency.

0.9

0) 0.3

W/L = 2.8/0.2

Extracted from I

V^ = 1.1Vto 1.8V

Extracted from L

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Gate Voltage (V)

with step O.IV

1.8

Fig. 5-11 Vdsat extracted from measured laincomparison with Vdsat extracted from Id

characteristics for a L=0.2|xm device.
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Drain Voltage (V)

Fig. 5-12 Drain current characteristics of a L=0.2)xmdevice.

One possible physical explanation is the channel length modulation at saturation that

reduces the effective channel length. To model such behavior, we propose to use a

different drain saturation voltage Vdsatu to replace the Vdsat in (5.15). Vdsatu is formulated

by adding two modifiers Mi and M2 to the original Vdsat formula,

r ^ \2

dsatii

^sat^eff^gst

^lYgst
, Mj = An +• M2 = 1+

,^ds ^ii j

Ml and M2 are used to correct the channel length and drain bias dependence respectively.

M2 is properly bounded to avoid problem when Vds is close to A,. The proposed model

agrees extremely well with measurement data as shown in Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5.12 shows the

Id-Vd fit for a 0.2iim device. Using the classical h model, the simulated kink looks more

abrupt and the onset drain voltage is higher. Using the proposed lu model, the average

percentage error is reduced to below 1%. The DC output resistance fit is also improved

as shown in Fig. 5.13. By modeling the impact ionization and diode current accurately,

the self body bias can be modeled accurately as well. Hence the frequency dependence

behavior can also be modeled accurately.
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Fig. 5-13 DC output resistance characteristics of a L=0.2pm device.

5.8. Gate Induced Drain Leakage Current

Gate Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL) can be important in SOX, because it can affect

the DC body potential at low Vgs and high Vds in long channel devices. The formula for

GIDL current is:

Pgia ^ _ ^ds ^gs X
^dgidl ^gidl Es -exp -

's / ST.,

Here %is the fitting parameter with a default value 1.2 which is the correct value for

uniformly doped substrates with no LDD or fully overlapped LDD. However, in general

Xcan be different from 1.2, depending on the doping profile at the drain edge [5-12]. For

the sake of symmetry, GIDL current is accounted for both at the drain and source side.

5.9. Body Contact Current

For thick silicon film device, the body resistance is roughly constant. However, for

thinner film, the body resistance becomes a function of body bias and backgate bias as

well. When a device approaches full depletion, the body resistance becomes infinite and
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the device effectively turns into a floating body device. In BSIMSOI, the body resistance

is expressed as

^bp
^body ~ /», ^bodyext

^i^bs - ^bsOeff

where Rf^p —RhodyO J » ^bodyext ~~ ^sh^rb

Here the first and second term represent the intrinsic and extrinsic body resistance

respectively. Nrb is the number of square from the body contact to the device edge and

Rbsh is the sheet resistance of the body contact difhision.

5.10. Temperature Dependence

The temperature dependence of threshold voltage, mobility, saturation velocity and series

resistances in BSIMSOI is identical to BSIM3v3. Tenq)erature dependence of diode

current from literature is used. Thermal resistance expression [5-6] is :

^diO I^box
where =

Weff V Tsi

5.11. Notes on Compatibility with BSIM3y3.1

The physical Vbs^sgr formulation allows complete con[q)atibility with the bulk

BSIM3v3.1 model. Basic equations for p^ff, Vih, Vgstefr, Vdseff, Idso» Va are the same or

almost the same in both BSIMSOI and BSIM3v3.1. As a result the smoothness of

BSIM3v3.1 is retained in BSIMSOI. Just like in BSIM3v3.1, all the parameters' are

physical and can be conveniently extracted. All parameters that are related to general

MOSFET operation (not SOI-specific) are directly imported from BSIM3v3.1, and have

the same name, which ensures parameter compatibility. The list of parameters can be

found in Appendix B.
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Chapter 6: MOS C-V Model

6.1. General Information

BSlMSOl addresses physical short-channel capacitance modeling in partially and fully

depleted devices. Backgate and SOI-specific parasitic capacitances are also included. The model

incorporates features listed below. The new SOI-specific features are bold-faced and italicized.

• Separate effective channel length and width for IV and CV models.

• The CV model is not piece-wise (i.e. divided into inversion, depletion, and

accumulation). Instead, a single equation is used for each nodal charge covering all

regions of operation. This ensures continuity of all derivatives and enhances convergence

properties. Just like in BSIM3v3.1, the inversion and bodycapacitances are continuous at

the threshold voltage.

• Threshold voltage formulation is consistent with the IV model. Body effect and DIBL are

automatically incorporated in the capacitancemodel.

• Intrinsic capacitance model has four options. The capmod =0 or 1 model option is based

on simple piece-wise model from BSIM3v3.1 with the same capmod. The capmod = 2

option yields capacitance model based on BSIM3v3.1 short channel capacitance model.

The channel depletion charge induced by drain voltage (Qsubs) is modified to account

for dynamic depletion But it returns to the original BSIM3v3J formulation when

silicon film is very thick as compared to depletion width, A new option (capmod=3) is

introducedfor better capacitive coupling prediction This option has the same charge

formulations as capmod=2 exceptfor Qsubs' Qsubs is derivedfrom direct integration of

depletion charge from channel potential and it can yield better precision for high

positive biased Vbs*
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• Front gate overlap capacitance is comprised of two parts: 1) a bias independent part

which models the effective overlap capacitance between the gate and the heavily doped

source/drain, and2) a gatebiasdependent partbetween the gate and theLDDregion.

• Bias independent fringing capacitances are added between the gate and source as well as

the gate and drain. A sidewaU source/drain to substrate (under the buried oxide)

fringing capacitance is added,

• A source/drain'buried oxide-Si substrateparasitic MOS capacitor is added,

• Junction capacitance model accounting for dynamic depletion has been developed. It

can predicts correct capacitivecoupling betweenthe sourceldrain and body,

• Front gate to back gate coupling chargefor FD and PD deviceshas been developed. In

a PD device, this charge is only in thefully depleted drain side region,

• Body to back gate coupling charge.

Device geometry dependencies related to Lactive and Wactive are the same as in BSIM3v3.1.

The capacitance parameters can be found in Appendix B.

There has been significantly less work in the area of charge modeling in SOI and in

MOSFETs in general. This is primarily due to the difffculty in measuring intrinsic capacitances

in deep submicron MOSFETs. An alternative is the use of a 2D simulator. However, the results

of a simulation are not always satisfactory.

A good intrinsic charge model is important in bulk MOSFETs because intrinsic capacitance

comprises a sizable portion of the overall capacitance, and because a well behaved charge model

is required for robust large circuit simulation convergence. In analog applications there are

devices biased near the threshold voltage. Thus, a good charge model must be well behaved in

transition regions as well. To ensure proper behavior, both the I-V and C-V model equations

should be developed from an identical set of charge equations so that Cifldis well bdhaved.

A good physical charge model of SOI MOSFETs is even more iiiq)ortantthan in bulk. This is

because transient behavior of a floating body node (and steady-state drain current) depends on

capacitive currents, as well as the external bias point. Also, because of an extra floating body

node (or a body node connected to a voltage through a body resistance), convergence issues in

SOI are more volatile than in bulk, so that charge smoothness and robustness are important. For

example, a large negative (floating) Vbs guess by SPICE can force a device into depletion, and a
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smooth transition between depletion and inversion is a must. Since gate/source/drain to body

capacitive coupling is important in SOI, the Cbodyj=dQb/dVj (j=gate, body, source, drain,

backgate) capacitances are important as well.

As BSIMFD is developed for FD, the challenge of modeling body charge is even higher.

When the silicon film thickness is con^arable to the depletion width, the source/drain to body

junction charge or capacitance becomes a strong function of backgate bias. Such dependence is

important to model because the junction capacitance can affect the capacitive coupling in short

channel devices. Besides, channel depletion is different than bulk because of possible partial

depletion near the drain end. To meet the challenge, dynamic depletion approach is adopted.

Full depletion body voltage and partial depletion factor described in IV section are included in

the charge derivation.

6.2. Charge Conservation

-g

Qlnv

Qbf WacO "*^8oli0 "^snbs)

^ I I *

I

I

Qcl Qe2

Figure 6-1 Intrinsic charge components in BSIMSOICVmodel

To ensurechargeconservation, terminal charges instead of terminal voltages are used as state

variables. The terminal charges Qg, Qd, Qs, Qb, and Qe are the charges associated with the gate,
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drain, source, body, and backgate respectively. These charges can be expressed in terms of

inversion charge (&v), accumulation charge (Qacc), front body interface charge (gt/), source

junction charge (g/,), drain junction charge (Q/d), back body interface charge iQbb)> and front to

back gate coupling charge (g^)- The intrinsic charges are distributed between the nodes as as

shown in Fig. 6.1. The charge conservation equations are:

Qsf ~ QacO QsubO Qsubs

Qinv ~Qinv^sQinv,d (6.2)

Qg ~~(&nv Qsf +Qel) (6.3)

Qe =Qel+Qe2 (6.4)

Qb = Qsf "Qel'^Qjs+Qjd (^•^)

Qs=Qinv^-Qjs (6-6)

Qd - Qinv4 ~Qjd

gg+ge+g&+g5+Sd=0 (6.8)

The substrate charge can be divided into two components: the substrate charge at Vdf=0

(Qsubo)y and the substrate charge induced by the drain bias (Qsubs) (similar to ^Qsub in

BSIM3v3.1).

All capacitances are derived from the charges to ensure charge conservation. Since there are

5 charge nodes, there are 25 (as conpared to 16 in BSIM3v3.1) components. For each

conponent: C,^ where i andj denote transistor nodes. In addition, = 0.
« i
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6J5. Intrinsic Charges

6.3.1 Accumulation and Inversion Charges

BSIMSOI uses the same expressions for accumulation charge {Qaco), body charge at Vkj=OV

iOsubo) and inversion charges (Qmv) as in BSIM3v3.2. The three partitioning schemes for

inversion charge (50/50, 40/60 and 0/100) are applicable in BSIMSOI. The Qsubs formulation is

modified to account for dynamic depletion and provide better accuracy in capacitive coupling.

The formulation of Qmv and Qacc are recalled below.

First, the bulk charge constant Atuikcv is defined as:

\ CLC^^
I—V *-'aedve /

- AbuIkO

f f

where Abtdko —1+ l+KetaVbs^

This is donein orderto eiiq)irically fit Vdsatcv to channel length. Experimentally,

^dsatlV ^ ^dsatCV ^ ^dsatlV ^
/Ij

The effective CV Vga is defined as:

l'i«,((cv='»',lii|̂ l+exp

^gsttffCV

bulk

nvt 1)

Then we can calculate the CV saturation drain voltage:

KfatfCV ~ ^gstefSCV ^Abulkcv '

Define effective CV Vds as:

^dsCV —̂dsatCV ~2^dsatCV "^ds ~~ ^ ^)

Then the inversion charge can be expressed similarly to BSIM3v3.1 as:
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Qinv ~ Wactive^iactive^o gsteffCV
^idkCV '̂ cveff '̂

12

2 2
HidkCV

V ^ulkCV y^gste0y « ^cveff
J )

(6.15)

The channel partition can be set by Xpart parameter. The exact evaluation of source and drain

charges for each partition option are presented in Appendix C.

A parameter Vfb^is used to smooth the transition between accumulation and depletion

regions. The expression for VpBeff is:

w = -^ib -S)+^{Vfl,-Vgi,-sf+S^ (6.16)

where ~^gs ^bseff »^Jb ~^th ^bseff

The physical meaning of the function is the following: it is equal to Vgt for Vgb<VFBy and equal

to Vfb for Vgb>VFB' Using Vfb^j the accumulation charge can be calculated as:

Qacc ~ "^atHve^active^ox^FBeff fb) (6.17)

The gate-induced depletion charge is equal to:

QsubO ~ ~^active^active^ox
^FBtff ^gst^cv )

(6.18)

The use of Vbsi^, rather than Vbs, ensures that the body charge is constant in fiill depletion.

63.2 Discussion ofBody-to-Gate/Drain Coupling

Due to a floating body node, body-to-gate/drain capacitive coupling factors are important in

determining the transient value of Vbs [6-2]. A series of plots of front gate charge Qsubsy the

charge con^onents Qsubsi and Qsubs2, as well as body capacitances and body capacitive coupling

ratios, unique to SOI, are presented below. The option capmod=3 was used, although analogous

characteristics can be plotted for capmod=2. The corresponding .dc SPICE line is included under

the plot. The Si film thickness of a device simulated is 1500A, so that the device operates in PD
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mode, and there is full depletion at the drain and partial depletion at the source.

As Vds increases, the total charge Qsubs increases, until Vds reaches Vdsat- Qsubsi increases

starting from the point when the drain gets fully depleted. Until that point, Qsubsi increases as

well, but after that point it might decrease because Xc decreases. However, the total charge Qsubs

exhibits monotonic behavior, as can be seen from both Fig. 6-2 and Fig. 6-3.

•SjdO"

-ixio-"

.2x10'"

-23dO'"

•SxlOr"

rl3

' PsUbsS "Qob

•3x10"
0.0 0.5 1.0 15 2.0 25 3.0 35

.dcvd03.2a0Q2vg 12505

Fig. 6-2 Body charge components for the Vds sweep.

-50f-

.dc vg 0.5 4 0.01 vd 0 3.5

Fig. 6-3 Body charge components for the Vgs sweep.
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Fig. 6-4 Body capacitances for a Vds sweep.
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Fig. 6-5 Capacitive coupling factors as a function of a Vds sweep.
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Body capacitance vs. Vds is plotted in Fig. 6-4. At Vds > Vdsat, the body-to-drain capacitance

(Cbd) reduces to zero because the depletion charge becomes constant at saturation. At the same

time, body-to-gate capacitance (Cbg) and body-to-body capacitance (Cbb) become constant. The
C Cbody capacitive coupling factors Fw(s—and Fbg(=—^) are plotted in Fig. 6-5. From

source-drain symmetry at Vkr=0, Fbd=0.5.

Fig. 6-6 Body capacitances as a function of a sweep.

.dcvg0.54a01vd03.5

Fig. 6-7 Capacitive coupling factors as a function of a sweep
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As Vgs is increased, Cw and Ctb follow the corresponding enveloping curves (Fig.

6-6). Vgs increases, the Fbd increases. It is because for higher Vgs, the device goes into

triode regime and Qsubs becomes very sensitive to Vds. At the same time, the gate gets

decoupled fromthe bodyby the inversion layer and hence Cbg andFbg drop.

6.3.3 Backgate Charges

Typical SOX technology usually has buried oxide thickness ranging from lOOnm to 400nm.

Since the buried oxide is so thick, the backgate charge along the channel is normally negligible

ascon:q)ared to channel inversion anddepletion charge. However, proper backgate charge model

is still important in achieving a proper backgate coupling factor and the continuity of the gate

charge.

As shown in Fig. 6-1, the backgate charge is divided into two parts: Qei is coupled to the

body and Qei is coupled to gate directly. Let first look at the case of Vds = 0. The total body

charge Qskv at fuU depletion using Qsubo equation is

K ^
1-

**" ^bsOt
(6.19)

Meanwhile, the channeldepletion charge coupledto the front gate Qi^ is equal to

^ L̂ ^bsOmos ^bsOmos)Qvo =C^xWL^ (6.20)

Then Qsicv- Qbjo will be the amount of body charge coupled to the backgate, i.e. Qej. fri general

when Vds is greater than zero, a simple formula is derived for Qei

Qel ~ QbfO " Qskv "^^^^Cbox^c^cs (6.21)

The last term accounts for excess backgate charge when Vbs is larger than VbsOt^ in the undepleted

region. The second part of backgate charge Qe2 is derived by assuming a linear channel potential

profile from Vcs to Vds (see Fig. 6-2) and the expression is
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1-XQg2 - "^Choxt —:^(ydsCV -^csCv) (6.22)

where =
CMsi ^box

Q+Qox

plotted in Fig. 6.8 for an NFD device. The corresponding .dc SPICE input line is included in the

picture. For the Yds sweep, the backgate charge is nonzero when the drain side of the device

becomes depleted for a high enough drain bias. Since Vgst modulates Vdiai, the same thing

happens in case of a sweep.

is the coupling ratio from channel to substrate. Backgate charges are

-Sf

-lOf

-ISf

•20f

2 3

.dcyg 0.5 40.01 vd 0 3.5
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-ISf-

-20f-

OjO
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.dcvd0a2(UX&vg 12508

T

2S 3jO

Fig. 6.8 Backgate charges for a Vgs and a Yds sweep.

6A Junction Charges

Expressions for junction charges are similar to BSIM3v3.1. A diffusioncapacitanceterm, which

is important in forward YbJYbd operation regime, is added. The parameter T, represents the time

of charge to transit across the junction. The appropriate depletion capacitance is multiplied'by a

factor Gi. This factor keeps track of full depletion and the variable neutral region thickness: in

full depletion, since front gate-to-back gate coupling controls the channel potential, there is no

coupling of the fully depleted node to the body (usually, this node is the drain). So the

corresponding junction capacitance reduces to zero. The Gj formulation is dropped for the

purely NFD case of ddMod=0. The expression for source-body junction charge is:
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n —r r 1-1-

^ P r* T fi t I ™ X
i" I, ^b^g )

Here = V^. - V,^ - - V,, (6.24

Similarly, the drain side junction charge expression is derived by multiplying the body-drain

depletion capacitance by the same factor as in (6.23), but with V^j replaced by Vtd- The Gi,2 term

is necessary to achieve stability in full depletion, making sure that the appropriate body

capacitive couplings reduce to zero due to constant body charge.

6.5. Extrinsic Capacitances

Expressions for extrinsic (parasitic) capacitances that are common in bulk and SOI MOSFETs

were taken directly from BSIM3v3.1. They are source/drain-to-gate overlap capacitance and

source/drain-to-gate fringing capacitance. Additional SOI-specific parasitics added are

substrate-to-source sidewall capacitance Cessw^ and substrate-to-^ain sidewall capacitance Cedsw,

substrate-to-source ^ttom capacitance (C„i) and substrate-to-^ain ^ttom capacitance (Cedb)

(Fig. 6-9).

'essw

Fig. 6-9 SOI MOSFET extrinsic charge components. Cessw is the

substrate-to-source sidewall capacitance. Cesb is the substrate-

to-source bottom capacitance.
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In SOI, there is a parasitic source/drain-buried oxide-Si substrate parasitic MOS structure with a

bias dependent capacitance. If Vs,d=0, this MOS structure might be in accumulation. However, if

Vs,d=Vddy the MOS structure is in depletion with a much smaller capacitance, because the Si

substrate is lightly doped. The bias dependence of this capacitance is similar to high frequency

MOS depletion capacitance (Fig. 6.10). It might be substantial in devices with large source/drain

diffusion areas. BSIMSOI models it by piece-wise expressions, with accurately chosen

parameters to achieve smoothness of capacitance and continuity to the second derivative of

charge. The substrate-to-source bottom capacitance Cesb is:

^esb~

^box

^min i^box "~^niin)

(V„-V^jb ^
^sdth "^sdjb
f

^se ~ ^sdth

^sdth ^sdjb j

if ^se ^ ^sdfb

else^ Vgg <Vjdfb ^sdiysdA ^sdf^ (6 25)

^se ^ ^sddielsetf

else

Physical parameters Vsdfb (flat-band voltageof the MOS structure) and Vsdth (threshold voltage of

the MOS structure) can be easily extracted from measurement. Cmm should also be extracted

from measurement, and it can account for deep depletion as well. The expression for Cedb is

similar to Cesb' Fig. 6.10 shows the conq)arison of the model and measured Cesb-
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Fig. 6.10 Bottom source/drain to substrate capacitance for a PD SOI

MOSFET.
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Chapter 7: Diode and BJT Model

7.1. General Information

Diodes and parasitic BJT currents in SOI are extremely in[q)ortant in both DC and transient

simulation. The current con^onents included are body-to-source/drain injection, recombination

in body-to-source/dram junction depletion region, source/drain-to-body injection, recombination

inneutral body and tunneling current. Conventional p-njunction diode model is only applicable if

there is presence of a neutral region. In full depletion, the minimum body potential is bound to

Vbsoeff. As Vbs approaches Vbsoeff from above, diode can sink less and less current with a very small

Vbs decrement. The physical explanation is that the amount of majority carriers available for

diffusion or recombination becomes very small. When Vb^Vbso^t diode current reduces to zero.

The general equations used are

bsO^dio = 05 VbsOtg -^1 -^l] +^I (7.1)

bsO_dio

^bsl " TsiJsdif
n-V, (7.2)

Equation (7.1) is a smoothing function that makes VbsOjUo equal to Vbsoeff if Vbsoeff is positive..

Otherwise, Vbso_dio is equal to zero and the diode equation returns to the conventional diode

model. The diode model shows good agreement with MEDICI simulation as shown in Fig. 7.1.

The simulated structure is a gated-diode withthe gate voltagebiasedat tum-on.
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Figure 7-1 Body-source diode characteristic for different silicon film thickness

from MEDICI simulation and model. The general equation used is

/fa =W •/,(exp(Vfa/nVr)-exp(Vfert)/nVj.)) .

7.2. Notes on "Kink" in Fully Depleted Devices

BSIMSOI relies on this diode model to tie Vbs to Vbso^ in FD condition. When Vbs is close to

Vbsotff, the B-S diode can sink a large range of impact ionization or leakage with a small change of

body potential Hence Vbs will stay close to Vbsoeff until the level of body current is high. For this

reason, the *Tdnk" in Id-Vd curve has strong dependence on Vbsoeff as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. If a

negative backgate bias is applied, Vbsoetr is reduced. Hence the onset of kink occurs at smaller Yds

and the magnitude of kink becomes larger.
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7.3. Diode I-V Formulation

The formula for backward injectioncurrent in Body-Source diode is:

r K 'bsO_£o

^bsl
g^£o '̂ 1 g "<£<> (7.3)

Here ndu, is the diode non-ideality factor, jsbjt and jsdif are the saturation currents. The carrier

recombination in the space-charge region is modeled in a similar fashion, with ridio replaced by

2jtdio'

^hsl ~ ^eff'̂ siJsrec

biO_dio

'Vt '^t (7.4)

The expression for the recombination current in the neutral body is assignedto hs as well, and

is equal to:
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hs3 =(l - ^bjt )hjt

where hjt is theforward injection current inB-S diode and a^jt is the transport factor in the base

(neutral body). The expression for hjt is described later.

Finally, reverse bias exponential currentIbs4 is added to the body-to-source diode current. This

current can be significant in junctions with high doping concentration (reverse bias tunneling). It

can also model reverse bias avalanche junction breakdown for high negative Vts- The expression

is:

^bs

hs4 "• "hijstun 1-e (7.6)

Since this current component supplies holes into the body, this current does not have a Vbso.dio

term. Finally, drain diode leakage has the same con^onents as source, except for the body

recombination con^onent (see ^pendix C).

The parasitic bipolar transistor current is very important in transient body discharge, especially

in pass-gate floating body SOX designs. The BIT emitter current is modeled as

yds

^bjt '̂ ^eff'̂ sijbjt l-e (7.7)

This formulation is different firom the conventional BJT equations, in which the BIT current from

emitter and collector are included. Inside the BSIMSOI model, Vds is always positive and

therefore BJT current is always flowing from source to drain and there is no need to inq)lement

the backward BJT current. This formulation gives less truncation error than the con^Iementary

in^lementation. The collector current becomes

'fa3 whereh hjt h

Here Wb is the basewidth including Vd,-dependent base shortening (see Appendix C).

The total diode leakage current is equal to Ibsi-^hs2-^hs3-^hs4+Ibdi+hd2-^hd4' The total drain

current is Idmbt.total= Ids.MOSFET+ h-
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Chapter 8: Parameter Extraction

8.1. Extraction Strategy

The complicated physics in SOI MOSFETs makes parameter extraction quite involved. It is

always preferable to have more measurements so that the parameters extracted can have more

valid physical meaning. Similar to conventionalbulk devices, two basic extraction strategiescan

be used: single device extraction, and group device extraction. The group device extraction is

more popular because of several reasons. In analog circuit, channel length and width scalability

is very important. In digital circuit, statistical modeling is often used to predict the circuit

performance due to process variation. Hence channel length scalability is also important.

Besides, model parameters extracted from group device extraction have better physical meaning

than that from single device extraction. In this work, we shall emphasize on group device

extraction.

Parameter extraction using body contact devices is highly recommended because parameters

related to body effect, impact ionization and leakage currents can be directly extracted. This

yields less ambiguityin extracting technology parametersfor I-V fitting purposes.

8.2.1-V Measurement

Measurement set B is used to extract PD/FD transition and backgate effect parameters. For

each body-contacted device:

(Bl) Ids vs. Vgs @small Vds withdifferent Vbs and different V«.

Vth at different can be plotted against Vbs to extract Nch, Ki, Vbsa and Kbj. Subthreshold

V&soe#parameters (Kbs) can be extracted from the subthreshold characteristic with different Ves's.

Length dependence parameters of Vbso can be extracted by plotting Vth versus Leg.
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Measurement set D is used to extract MOS temperature dependent parameter. For a long

channel body-contacted device:

(Dl) Ids vs. Vgs @ small Yds, Vfcj=OV, V<ri=OV, repeat with several temperatures.

(D2) Ids vs. Yds @ different Vi,j=OV, VejsOV, repeat with several temperatures.

Notice that the self-heating parameters have to be extracted from set A.

Measurement set E is used to extract diode parameters. For a long channel body-contacted

device or gated diode :

(El) Idiode vs. Ybs @ V'̂ ^=-1V, Ve5=0V, repeat with several temperature

Measurement set F is used to extract BIT parameters. For each body-contacted device:

(Fl) Ids vs. h @ Yg^-lW, Yef=QY, Vdi=lV.

Measurement set G is used to verify the floating body device data. For each floating-body

device:

(Gl) Ids vs. Ygs @ small Yds withdifferent Yes-

(G2) Ids vs. Ygs @ Yds=Ydd with different Yes-

(G3) Ids vs. Yds @ different Ygs and V«.

For FD technology, measurement with body contact is still reconraiended because diode,

body effect and impact ionization parameters can be directly extracted. It may be difficult to

measure the body current in FD device. But the impact ionization parameters can still be

extracted from measurement set G because the diode parameters have been extracted. The

impact ionization can also be measured by applying a negative backgate bias together with a

positive body bias. However, the low efficiency of body current collection in short channel

devices may affect the accuracy of extraction.

8.3. 1-V Extraction Procedure

Before any model parameters can be extracted, some process parameters have to be provided.

They are listed below in Table 8.1:
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mtparameter

names

Tox

Tbox

Nch

Tnom

Tsi

Ldrawn

W<|niwn

R|Kh

Front gate oxide thickness

Back gate oxide thickness

Channel doping concentration

Temperature at which data is

taken

Si film thickness

Mask level channel length

Mask level channel width

Body contact external

diffusion resistance

Table 8-1 Prerequisite input parameters prior to extraction process

The procedure for parameter extraction is outlined below. These procedures are based on

physical understanding of the model and based on local optimization. The availability of a body

contact is assumed. The SOI-specific parameters are typed in bold letters. (Note: Fitting Target

Data refers to measurement data for model extraction.)

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Vbso(Vbs)

Step 1

Device & Expenmental Data

Large size device, B1

Ids vs. Vgs @Vds=50mV at different Vbs and

Extracted Vth(Vbs)
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step 2

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data Device & Experimental Data

RdswPrwbj Wr

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Rds(RdswW, Vbs)

Rds(RdswW,Vbs)

Step 4

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data Device & Experimental Data

pte, Kti, Kt2» Uai, Ubi, Uci, At

Fitting Target Exp. Ids(Vgs, Vds)/W

Large Size Device, Di, D2

Ids vs. Vgs and Ids vs. Vds

Step 5

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data Device & Experimental Data

jsdify jsrec9 jstony Ddioy Nrb

Fitting Target Exp. Isub(Vgs, Vbs)/W

Large Size Device, El

Vds~Vgs~0, l^b VS. Vbs

Step 6

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data Device & Experimental Data

Xsdify Xsrecy ^ston

Fitting Target Exp. Isub(Vgs, Vbs)/W

Large Size Device, El

Vds=Vgs=0, Isub VS. Vbs at different

temperatures
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step?

Extracted Parameters & Fitted Target Data Device & Experimental Data

KbjUy Edl, Xbjt

Fitting Target Exp. beta

One set of devices (large and fixed W &

different L), F1

Gummel plot with a body contact for

different temperatures

If the body contact is not available, body effect parameters, impact ionization and p-n

junction diode parameters can be fitted only from Id curves at different Ves- The following

strategy is recommended for BSIMSOI:

- Body effect parameters Ki, K2, Kbi can beextracted from Id-Vg plots atdifferent Ves.

- Channel length modulation parameters canbe extracted from Rout in thepre-kink region

- DIBL, impact ionization, and diode leakage parameters can beextracted from optimizing

Id-Vdcurves in the kink region.

- Parasitic BIT parameters canbeextracted from optimizing Id-Vd curves in thebreakdown

region.
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Part III

Appendix A: Conunand Line Information

Mname <D node> <G node> <S node> <E node> [P node] <model>

[L=<val>] [W=<val>]

[AD=<val>] [AS=<val>] [PD=<val>] [PS=<val>]

[NRS=<val>] [NRD=<val>] [NRB=<val>]

[OFF][BJTOFF=<val>]

[IC=<val>, <val>, <val>, <val>, <val> ]

[RTHO=<val>] [CTHO=<val>]

[DEBUG=<val>]

A.l. Description

<D node> Drain node

<G node> Gate node

<S node> Source node

<E node> Substrate node

[P node] Optional external body contact

• if not specified, it is a 4-terminal device

• if specified, it is a 5-terminal device. The P node and B node will be

connected by a resistance.

<model> Level 9 BSIMSOI model name

[L] Channel length

[W] Channel width

[AD] Drain diffusionarea
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[AS] Source diffusion area

[PD] Drain diffusion perimeter length

[PS] Source diffusion perimeter length

[NRS] Number of squares in source series resistance

[NRD] Number of squares in drain series resistance

[NRB] Number of squares in body series resistance

[OFE^ Device simulation off

[BJTOFF] Tum off BIT current if equal to 1

[IC] Initial guess in the order of (Vds,Vgs,Vbs,Ves,Vps). (Vpswillbe

ignored in the case of 4-terminal device)

[RTHO] Thermal resistance per unit width

• if not specified, RTHO is extracted from model card.

• if specified, it will override the one in model card.

[CTHO] Thermal capacitance per unit width

• if not specified, CTHOis extracted from model card.

• if specified, it will over-ride the one in model card.

[DEBUG] Please see the debugging notes

A.2. Notes on Debugging

The instance parameter <DEBUG> allows users to tum on debugging information

selectively. Internal parameters (e.g. par) for an instance (e.g. ml) can be plotted by this

command.

plot ml#par

By default, <DEBUG> is set to zero and three internal parameters will be available for

plotting.

#body Vb value iterated by SPICE

#temp Device temperature with self-heating mode tumed on

If <DEBUG> is set to one, more intemal parameters are available for plotting. This

serves debugging purposes when there is convergence problem. This can also help the

user to understand the model more. Here is the list of intemal parameters:
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#Vbs Real Vbs value used by the IV calculation

#Ids MOS current

#Ic BIT current

#Ibs Body to source diode current

#Ibd Body to drain diode current

#Iii Impact ionization current

#Igidl GIDL current at drain side

#Itun Tuimeling current at drain side

#Ibp Bxtemal body contact to intemal body current

#Abeff Effective bulk charge factor

#VbsOeff Minimum body potential for given extemal bias.

#Vbseff Effective body voltage

These parameters are onlyvalid if charge computation is required

#Xc Partial depletion factor

#Cbb Body charge derivative wrt Vbs

#Cbd Body charge derivative wrt Vds

#Cbe Body charge derivative wrt Ves

#Cbg Body charge derivative wrt Vgs

#Qbody Total body charge

#Qbf Channel depletion charge

#Qjd Parasitic drainjunction charge

#Qjs Parasitic sourcejunctioncharge
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Appendix B: Parameter List

Allparameters additional to BSIM3v3 will be shown with boldcases.

B.l. BSBMSOI Model Control Parameters

Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

None level Level 9 for BSBVISOI - 9 -

shmod shMod Flag for self-heating

0 - no self-heating,

1 - self-heating

0

Mobmod mobmod Mobility model selector - 1 •

Capmod capmod Flag for the short channel capacitance model - 2 nl-l

Noimod noimod Flag for Noise model • 1
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B.2. Process Parameters

Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

tsi Tsi Silicon film thickness m 10*^ -

tbox Tbox Buried oxide thickness m 3x10-' -

tox Tox Gate oxide thickness m 1x10-® -

rich Nch Channel doping concentration l/cm"* 1.7x10"

Tlsub Nsub Substrate doping concentration 1/cm^ 6x10'*^ iiI-2

Ngate ngate poly gate doping concentration 1/cm^ 0 .-f ..

B.3. DC Parameters

Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

Va.0 vthO Threshold voltage @Vbs=0 for long and wide

device

0.7 I1I-3

Ki kl First order body effect coefficient
yl« 0.6 -

K2 k2 Second order body effect coefficient - 0 -

Ks k3 Narrow width coefficient - 0 -

Ksb k3b Body effect coefficient of k3 l/V 0 -

^bsa Vbsa Transition body voltage offset V 0 -

Delp delp Constant for limiting Vbseff to <|)s V 0.02 -

Kti Kbl Coefficient of Vbso dependency on Ves - 1 -

Kt3 Kb3 Coefficient of Vbso dependency on Ygs at

subthreshold region

1

DvbdO DvbdO First coefficient of Vbso dependency on Les V 0 -

Dvbdl Dvbdl Second coefficient of Vbso dependency on Les V 0 -
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit default Notes

(below
the table)

Wo wO Narrow width parameter m 0 -

Nix nix Lateral non-uniform doping parameter m 1.74e-7 -

Dvto dvtO first coefficient of short-channel effect on Vth - 2.2 -

Dvti dvtl Second coefficient of short-channel effect on Vth - 0.53 -

Dvt2 dvt2 Body-bias coefficient of short-channeleffect on

Vth

IfV -0.032

DvtOw dvtOw first coefficient of narrow width effect on Vth for

small channel length

0

Dvtlw dvtlw Second coefficient of narrow width effect on Vth

for small channel length

5.3e6

Dvt2w dvt2w Body-bias coefficient of narrowwidtheffect on

Vth for small channel length

w -0.032

1^ uO Mobility at Tenq) = Tnom

NMOSFET

PMOSFET

cm-'/CV-

sec) 670

250

Ua ua First-order mobilitydegradationcoefficient mA^ 2.25e-9

Ub ub Second-order mobilitydegradationcoefficient (mAO'' 5.9e-19 •

Uc uc Body-effect of mobility degradation coefficient W -.0465 •

^sat vsat Saturation velocity at Ten^Tnom m/sec 8e4 —

AO aO Bulkchargeeffectcoefficient for channel length - 1.0 •

Ags ags Gate bias coefficient of Aboik l/V 0.0 •

BO bO Bulk charge effect coefficient for channelwidth m 0.0 •

El bl Bulk charge effect width offset m 0.0 •

Keta keta Body-biascoefficient of bulkchargeeffect m -0.6

Abp Abp Coefficient of Abes dependency on Vgst • 1.0 •
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

mxc mxc Fitting parameter for Abeu calculation - -0.9 -

^diceO adiceO DICE bulk charge factor - 1 -

Ai Al First non-saturation effect parameter \N 0.0 -

A2 A2 Second non-saturation effect parameter 0 1.0 -

Rdsw rdsw Parasitic resistance per unit width 100 -

Prwb prwb Body effect coefficient of Rdsw m 0 -

Prwg prwg Gate bias effect coefficient ofRdsw 1/V»« 0 -

Wr wr Width offset from Weff for Rds calculation - 1 -

Wint wint Width offset fitting parameter from I-V without

bias

m 0.0
-

Lint lint Length offset fitting parameter from I-V without

bias

m 0.0

dWg dwg Coefficient of Weff's gate dependence mN 0.0

dWb dwb Coefficient of Weff's substrate body bias

dependence

0.0

V,ff voff Offset voltage in the subthreshold region for large

WandL

V -0.08

Nfactor nfactor Subthreshold swing factor - 1 -

EtaO etaO DIBL coefficient in subthreshold region - 0.08 -

Etab etab Body-bias coefficient for the subthreshold DIBL

effect

\/y -0.07

I^sub dsub DIBL coefficient exponent - 0.56 -

Cu cit Interface trap capacitance F/m^ 0.0 -
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

Cdsc cdsc Drain/Source to channel coupling capacitance F/m^ 2.4e-4 -

Cdscb cdscb Body-bias sensitivty of Cdsc F/m^ 0 -

Cdscd cdscd Drain-bias sensitivty of Cdsc F/m^ 0 -

Pelm pclm Channel length modulation parameter - 1.3 -

Pdibll pdibll First output resistance DIBL effect correction

parameter

.39

Pdibll pdibl2 Second output resistance DIBL effect correction

parameter

0.086

Drout drout L dependencecoefficient of the DIBL correction

parameter in Rout

0.56

Pvag pvag Gate dependenceof Early voltage - 0.0 -

5 delta Effective Vds parameter - 0.01 -

du aii Left dependence Vdsatii parameter lA^ 0.0

bu bu Leff dependence Vdsatu parameter ml\ 0.0

Cu cii Yds dependence Vdsata parameter - 0.0

dtt dii 2"^ dependence Vdsatu parameter V -1.0

etc alphaO The first parameter of mq)act ionizationcurrent vafW 0.0

ai alphal The second parameter of impact ionization

current

1/V 1.0

Po betaO The third parameter of impact ionization current V 30

(Xffdl Agidl GIDL constant 0.0 •

Pgidl Bgidl 61DL exponential coefficient V/m 0.0 -

X Ngidl GIDL Yds enhancement coefficient V 1.2 •
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

^tun Ntiin Reverse tiumeling non-ideality factor - 10.0

f^diode Ndiode Diode non-ideality factor - 1.0

hbjt Isbjt BJT ii^ection saturation current A/m^ le-6

hdif Isdif Body to source/drain injection saturation

current

A/m^ 0.0

hrec Isrec Recombination in depletion saturation current A/m^ le-5

bstun Istiin Reverse tunneling saturation current A/m^ 0.0

Edl Edl Electron diffusion length m 2e^

kbjti Kbjtl Parasitic bipolar early effect coefficient mA^ 0

rbody Rbody Intrinsic body contact sheet resistance ohm/m^ 0.0

rbsh Rbsh Extrinsic body contact sheet resistance ohm/m'' 0.0

Rsh rsh Source drain sheet resistance in ohm per square D/square 0.0

B.4. AC and Capacitance Parameters

Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Notes

(below
the table)

Xpart xpart Charge partitioning rate flag - 0

CGSO cgso Non LDD region source-gate overlap capacitance

per channel length

F/m calcu

lated

nC-1

CGDO cgdo Non LDD region drain-gate overlap capacitance

per channel length

F/m calcu

lated

nC.2
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Note

CGEO cgeo Gate substrate overlap capacitance per unit

channel length

F/m 0.0

Cjswg cjswg Source/Drain (gate side) sidewall junction

capacitance per unit width (normalizedto lOOnm

Tsi)

F/m^ le-10

Pbswg pbswg Source/Drain (gate side) sidewall junction

capacitance buit in potential

V .7

Mjswg mjswg Source/Drain (gate side) sidewalljunction

capacitancegradingcoefficient

V 0.5

tt tt Difihisioncapacitance transit time coefficient second Ips •

Vsdjb vsdfb Source/drain bottom diffiision capacitance

flatband voltage

V calcu

lated

nC-3

VsdA vsdth Source/drain bottom diffiision capacitance

threshold voltage

V calcu

lated

nC-4

Csdmin csdmin Source/drain bottom diffiision minimum

capacitance

V calcu

lated

nC-5

Asd asd Source/drain bottom diffiision smoothing

parameter

0.3

Csdesw csdesw Source/drain sidewaU flinging capacitance per

unit length

F/m 0.0

CGSl cgsl Lightdoped source-gate region overlap

capacitance

F/m 0.0

CGDl cgdl Light doped drain-gate region overlap

capacitance

F/m 0.0
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Note

CKAPPA ckappa Coefficient for lightly doped region overlap

capacitance fringing field capacitance

F/m 0.6

Of cf Gate to source/drain fringing field capacitance F/m calcu

lated

nC-6

CLC clc Constant term for the short channel model m 0.1x10-^ -

CLE cle Exponential term fro the short channel model none 0.0 -

DLC die Length ofiset fitting parameter from C-V m lint -

DWC dwc Width offset fitting parameter from C-V m wint

B.5. Tenqierature Parameters

Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Note

Tnom tnom Ten^erature at which parameters are expected "C 27 -

lite ute Mobility ten^erature exponent ncme -1.5 -

Ktl ktl Ten^rature coefficient for threshold voltage V -0.11 -

Kill ktll Channel length dependence of the temperature

coefficient for threshold voltage

V*m 0.0

Kt2 kt2 Body-bias coefficient of the Vth ten^erature

effect

n(xie 0.022

Ual ual Teiiq)erature coefficient for Ua nW 4.31e-9 -

Ub2 ubl Teii^erature coefficient for Ub (jnlWf -7.61e-

18

Ucl ucl Ten5)erature coefficient for Uc m -.056 nT-1

At at Tenq)erature coefficient for saturation velocity m/sec 3.3e4 -
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Symbol
used in

equation

Symbol
used in

SPICE

Description Unit Default Note

CthO cthO Normaiized thermal capacity
(W*sec)

0

Prt prt Temperature coefbcient for Rdsw 0 -

RthO rthO Normalized thermal resistance m®cyw 0 -

Xbjt xbjt Power dependence ofjbjton temperature none 2 -

xdif Power dependence ofjdifon temperature none 2 -

Xrec xrec Power dependence ofjrecon temperature none 20 -

Xtun xtun Power dependence ofjtun on temperature none 0 "

B.6. Model Parameter Notes

nl-l. Capmod 0 and 1do nothave thedynamic depletion calculation. Therefore

ddModdoes not work with thesecapmod. Usersare recommended to use capmod

2 or 3.

BSIMSOI refers substrate to the silicon below buried oxide, not the well region in

BSIM3. It is used to calculate backgate flatband voltage {Vfob) and parameters

related to source/drain diffusion bottom capacitance {Vsdth, Vsdjb, Csdmin)- Positive

risub means the same typeof doping as thebodyandnegative risub means opposite

type of doping.

iiI-3. For FD device, Vtho is not equal to the measured long and widedevicethreshold

voltagebecause Vtso is higher than zero.

nC-1. If cgso is not giventhen it is calculated using:

if (die is given and is greater 0) then,

cgso =pl = (dlc*cox) - cgsl

if (the previouslycalculated cgso <0), then

cgso = 0

else cgso = 0.6 * Tsi * cox
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nC-2. Cgdo is calculated in a way similar to Csdo

nC-3. If (njai, is positive)

kT^

else

kT

nC-4. If is positive)

-03
Hi'Hi

f iq20A

^sub j
+ 03

=2^1ogfii2 '̂
^ V «/ J

» Ysd ~
5.153x10'̂ ^yf^

^box

^sdth =^sdfb +0id +7sd4^

else

^ 5.753 X10"^^J-71-^0,^ =2^1od-i52!^
q { nI /

^sdth ~^sdfb ^sd Ysd "J^sd

e

^box

nC-S. X^= i.Jhd!M-,c _ *^51 c ^ ^sddep^box
^kafclO

'sddep
sddep

nC-6. If cf is not given then it is calculated using

CF=^^ln
n

\ , 4x10""'̂
1 -t

^OX

Csddep +

nT-l. For mobmod=l and 2, the unit is mA^^. Default is -5.6E-11. For m6bmod=3,

unit is lA^ and default is -0.056.
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Appendix C: Equation List

C.l. I-V Model

C.1.1. Vtso - Body potential at full depletion and strong Inversion conditions

(assuming no substrate depletion)

llitl lid
^bsOt ~^5 ^ ' Qsi l^si ^bsa t^vbdO exp t^vbdl + 2 exp -^vbdl

^bsO " ^bsOt ^bl n

'dox

C.1.2. Vthfd - Threshold voltage at fully depleted condition (Vbs = Vbso)

V^,=v^{v,.=vj
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C.1.3, Viisosff/ Kbsojeff" Effecf/ve Vtso/Vbsot for a//

ro=o^ (ythfd-^gs_^)- '̂̂ 'j\iythfd-'ygs_^)-^]

^bsOt^ - ^bsOt - ^0

^bsOiff ~ ^bsO ~~ ^Fb ' ^

nFb =

1+Kjff ll+ •*• ^1 ^bsOmos ^bsOmo^
^ox \ Ki

where VtsOmos is the effective Vbs when Vbs = Vbso

It basically make Vbso^ & Vbsot^ a function of as the following if Vgs < Va^d

^bsO^ ~^bsO "*• ^Fb (I'gf ~ )

^bsOt^ ~~ ^bsOt )

C.1.4. Vbaeff - Equivalent Vbs bias for MOS iV caicuiation

ri=oi iybsOt^ "^bs) ~̂ +'̂ \jybsOteff ~ )~̂ ] +

V =V -
bsmos bs

Vl
2 a,

It basically make Vbsmos a function of VbsOtr^BS the following if Vbs < Vbsoteff

^si^ii^bsOteff
V =v —
' bsmos ' bs

Otherwise

V =V
' bsmos ' bs

2 a sieff

(note Vbs is properly bounded to Vbsoeff because of the diode implementation)
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Vbseff^ Vbsmos IS limited to - delp by the following conversion :

~{^5 ~delp"^—O5|̂ (0_j —delp—Vbsmos^—5i + ~^^P~^bsmos^~^\\ —delp^

C.I.5. Threshold Voltage

v,» =v^ +

+Ki(Jl+^-1)V^HK, +

- ATOw(exp(-D^„„ +2exp(-Dyn„ - O.)
•^'iw 'nv

- ^vro((®'̂ P~ l^vri ~" ^j)
Uf If

-(exp(-D,^ +2exp(-D^^))(£^ + )V^
'to

'l ~-yl^^^dep ' Qi(1 ••• ^VTl^bs^ )

~ "*" ^Vnvybstff ) ^^si^depO ^

y |2e^(».-VW) ^ j2£^0,

V„ =V, Kri =^37^^

C. 1.6. Poly depletion effect

V +iY F - ^^gate^^Po^yp̂oly ^ 2 p"^ p'̂ y 2e.

^ox^ox ^si^pofy ^ gat^poly

a(y,,-V„-^,-v^f-v^=o

e^i
a =

gate'̂ ^o'
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Q£si^xat^
c ox

j,2g;.(v,.-Vf»-fe) ^
gate"^^ox

C.1.7. Effective Vgst for all region (with Polyslllcon Depletion Effect)

V =^gsteff

l + 2nC

n = l + A f̂actor'

InVf ln[l+exp(
2nv,

r^r
^qesi^cH

exp -
2nVf
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C.1.8. Effective Bulk Charge Factor

Vcs ~ Vbs ~VbsOfff

Ti=l-05
^ V ^
1 ^ 5i +
, ^bp^gst^ J \

1- cs

^bp^gsteff j
-5, w

^csat = +(1 - n^)7I

Xcsat is a parameter describing the dynamic depletion effect for a given

It varies within (0, 1). The parameter ntxc is used to adjust the slope of

transition.

^1
2^

^bulk 1 2i/A L^+2 d̂ep
i \s^ssu^ +2.^7VX^J ^

Xcsat •^aft (i Xcsat )-^A'cb »^dice
1 +

0.1.9. Mobility and Saturation Velocity

i^eff -
i+(y, +u,vw)(-^)+i'»(-^)a c'bs^

For Mobmod=3

-

A)

0.1.10. Drain Saturation Voltage

For R<is>0 or
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'ban/ Cji +

1

\ + Keta'Vi„,ff

• c —
» ^cboxt ~

CMsi ^box
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V —
' dsat

-b-'Jb^ -4ac
2a

^ ^^^sat^ox^DS "*• (^

^—~i(ygst^ "'• X̂ 1) •*• ^gst^ ''" y^eff^sat^ox^DS)

^•" ^gsteff ^^sat^eff "'" gsuff ) ^eff^sat^ox^DS

^ ~~ ^^gst^ Ax

For Rd[s=0, A^l:

_ ^5atAsy (^gjtqy

A?iff^sat^eff +2V,)
^dsat

IT -3l^
^sat

i^eff

C»1.11 • yfdsetf

VW = -V,.-Sf ) (5isparameter Delta)

C.I.12. Drain current expression

T idsQ^ds^) ^ds ~^dstff \
'ds.MOSFET J? 7 CW ^ ^ \t •'

^ . ^ds^dso\^ds^) Va

dseff

w gsteff

idso

1"" A»eff
ds^

2^W+2vJJ ds^

1 + -
dstff

^sat^eff
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Va=V^ +
P VJ ^vag^gsteff 1 x-1

V

^ACLM ^ADIBLC

_ "^^gsttff riT V \

(»',«ar+2v,) A tff^dsat
ADIBLC (1-

^rout (1 "•" ^DIBLCB^bs^ ) ^b^^dsat "*"
-)

L L

^rout ~^OJBLCl [®*P(~^*OW ^^^Vi~^ROUT ~^)]+^DIBLCl
^ho ho

^sat^eff "^^dsat "^^^DS^sat^ox^tff^gsuff^^
^beff^dsta 1

+2V.)
V =

Asat 2/ A—1+ RdS^sm^ox^^

litl =̂
jeJoxTsi

V ^ox

C.1.13.Drain/Source Resistance

^ ^rw^gsteff ^rwb^^s ^bs^
T"! ^(loV^)^ds ~ ^dsw

C.I.14. Impact lonization Current

/« =
CXq +OCiL^

Id '̂ dseffii *®*P

E^„tL>^V,

dsatii —
^TVgst

A)
dseffii

sat^^^gst . Eii -
— —-—, Ml = \ +- , M2 = 1+

r c- f
^̂ ds "" A'i >

Vis^/ is calculatedthe same way as with Vdsat replacedby VdsaHi-
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C.1.1S. Gate^nduced-Drain-Leakage (GIDL)

At drain, •E,•expf-^
/

At source, /.ja, = •E, •exp

^ „ Vd,-Vis-X
'E,=

r £. J

3-T'•OX

3r'ox

default of % is 1.2V.

If Es Is negative, Igm is set to zero for both drain and source.

C. 1.16. Body contact current

f^bp ~ ^botfyO j ' ^bodyext " ^bsh^rb

For 4-Tdevice, If,p = 0
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For 5-T device,

'bp

R.bp
Ribodyext

bsOeff

C. 1.17. Diode and BJT currents

For source side,

Bipolar Transport Factor

^ ~ ~~ Kjtl '̂ ds*

Vbso for diode current

^bsO_dio - 0-5 ^bsO^ +-^lybsO^ -^] +4^1

BJT emitter current

f Vfa ^
g^£o '̂ 1 g ^dio

v., ^

^bjt ~ ^^"^siJsbjt l_g 2n,^.V,

Body-to-Source diffusion

( Vfa ybsb_£o ^

Ibsl ~^€ff'̂ sijsdif

Recombination in depletion region

^ Vfao,rffa

^bsl srec
£ '̂ 1 g2n^'Vf

Reversed bias tunneling leakage
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\ — e^bs4 jstun

Recombination in neutral body

^bs3 " ~^bjt Ybjt

B JT collector current

~ ^bjt ~ ^bs3

Total body-source current

^bs ~ ^bH ^bs2 ^bii ^bsA

For drain side,

if Vbd ^ VbsO_dio

^bdl ~^^'^siJsdif

^bd2 " "^siJsrec

else

hdl - ^ '̂̂ sUsdif

^ Vbd ^bsO_dio ^

Vbd ^bsOjdio
g2n-^f -e 2n'K

( Vb4-Vbs0.4io ^

f VM-VfaO ^
g ^^dio 'Vr 2^bd2 ~^^^siJsrec
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(

^bdA ^^"^siJstun l —e

Total body-drain current

hd = hdi'^hdi'^hdA

C. 1.18. Total body current

hi + Idgidl + hgidl ~lbs~Ibd ~hp ~ 0

C.1.19.Temperature effects

^OiiT) ~ ^thiXnoTm) ^ ^T'^bs^)(^ ^ 1)

f^o(T) ^ l^o(Tnorm)(^ jt ^sat(X) ^sat(Tnorm) ^̂ iiorra

l^dsw(T) ~ ^dsw^norm) 1)
^norm

^a(T) ~ ^a(Tnorm) I T^rm ~1)

^b(T) ~ ^b(Tnorm) **" ^bliT / T^nn ~~ 1)

^c(T) ~ ^ciTnorm) ^cl(T^^norm ~ 1)

K = . Crt = Crto•

^sbjt\ tj, exp
^£,(300)

nikr
1-

Jsdif ^sdif
T

\ ^nom /

exp
^£,(300)

nkT
1-

\ ^nom /
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Jsrec hrec

Jstun 'j;

f j,

TV ^noi

f T
T\ nom

X^lln

exp
^£.(300)

2nkT
1-

£-(300) is the energy gap energy at BOOK.

C.2. C-V Model

C.2.1. Dimension Dependence

SW^=DWC+-^+jWln ij^Wwn ^\ny^Wwn

~ LI , Lw ^ Lwl
S^eff —I^LCH T-.—I z 1 =w jLln y^Lwn ^Lm^Lwn

^active ^drawn

Wactive ~ Wdmwn "

C.2.2. Charge Conservation

Qb/ ~ QacO Qsid>0 "*• Qsubs

Qinv ~ Qinv,s Qinv,d

Qg =-(Oinv +QBf +Qel)

Qe=Qel'^Qe2

Qb = Qsf -Qel +Qjs + Qjd

Qs ~ Qinv,s ~Qjs

Qd ~ Qmv,d ~Qjd

Qg +Qe+Qb +(2j+ G!rf =0
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C.2,3. Front Gate Body Charge

C.2.3.1. Accumulation Charge

Vfb^ =Vfl, -oi(V;s-Vg^-s)+^(Vfl,-v,t-sf+s^
\

where Vgt =Vg^ - V^seff

^gStffftCV ~ ^ 1+exp
nvt

Qacc ^active^active^ox^FBtff

0.2.3.2. Gate Induced Depletion Charge

Ki
QsubO ^active^aaive^ox ^ :'*r

^FBiff ^gsuffcv

C.2.3.3. Drain Induced Depletion Charge

For capMod = 2

^dsatCV - ^gsteffCV ^^buU^

^dsCV -^dsatCV ~^(ydsatCV - -5+-JiVj^atCV"~)

^csCV =^cs -Vcs +5--y|(V^CV "^cs + y&GV ]
Vrfrcv is equal to Vdsatcv when Vds^is equal to Vdsatcv-

2 Vdsatcv ~VcsCV VcsCV

2 Vdsatcv ~VdsCV VdsCV
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Q^i

For capMod = 3

x =

^dsCV - ^dseff +(V^fl/CV '^dsat)']wY
y, ^dsat J

^csCV —̂CS +O^VjjCV-Vcs +S-yjlVj^-Vc^+S) +4SVj^

yacy(v^ -03-V^)-fg|[(^. +V.KT-yj^-if. -V>.)^]
y^iy^+-03-v^)-|a:,[(«. +v^ -y^f-(<!>. ]

'f.[|(''»w +(♦.-".,))((#, +>'acv -n,)* "(ft -n.)*)-a4((#, +K.„-vj'-it. -V^)*)-K,V^(te -Vi.)+05 K,„)]
v^ly^ -05v^)-|isr,[(#,*v^-vjf -(ft -v^)*]

Qsubsl - ^effCV ^effCV^ox^l"^bsQ^ '(^"" )

C.2.3.4.Back Gate Body Charge

Qsicv —CqyWL
K,

Qi^o =c„,I^

j 4^^, +Kiy[^s-Vbsot -Vbsot)
\ V

1- 1 +
^i(l>s +Kiyl<l>s-VbsQmos ^bsOmos)

K,

Qe\ ~~ ~Qsicv ••" QbfO "" ^bso)

e.2 =-WLChm - V„cv)
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imv,s

C.2.4. Inversion Charge

Qinv ~ ^activel^active^iox

C.2.4.1. 50/50 Charge Partition

Qmv,s Qinv,.d ~ ' Qinv

0.2.4.2.40/60 Charge Partition

12

2 2
hulkcv

V ^uJkCV y^gsteffCV cv^

^active^active^ox

"^gsteffCV *"2^^cwqfif^
^4 2 2 2'Ygsu^V^ —~^gsteffCV^(^buIkCV^cv^ (^aftCV^o^) —^(^ulkCV^cv^ ) J

Qinv/i ~
^active ^active^ox •(yim^icv^ -^ytit(ecv^(*bau£vycvtff)+yp^('̂ ltcvyeiitfff -\(^l>iakcvyarffj

C.2.4.3. 0/100 Charge Partition

Qinv^ ~ ^active^active^ox
^gsteffCV ^^bulkCV^cv^

2 4

Qinv,d —~^active^ictive^ox
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{^bulkCV^cviff )
^IkCV

•)gsuffCV 2 cv^

f \

VgsteffCV '̂ ^uSkCV^cvtff ^ (^uOcCvVcv^)
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C.2.5. Overlap Capacitance

C.2.5.1. Source Overlap Capacitance

^gs_overlap = +5)^+45

Q^,s ĉGSOVg, +CGSllvg,-Vg,_„^rlap +J
"active [ V

0.2.5.2. Drain Overlap Capacitance

L^^gs^overlap
CKAPPA

Vgdjmerlap =̂^g<l +̂)+J{^gd +'̂ |̂
Qoverl(ip.d _ L ICKAPPA

i^ed 'ea overloD ^=CGDO-Vgd+CGDWgd-Vgd_^^ ^
"active

-l+ji+^^gd_overlap
CKAPPA

C.2.5.3. Gate Overlap Capacitance

Qoverltq>,g (Qoverlep^ ''' Qoverlap,d)

C.2.5.4.Source/Drain Junction Charge

For Vbs<0

n -r -liL-n
^ iSWS ^ i.cwo —'-js«g 73=7"!ir]i

ŝwg
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1- 1- Vbs

^ ^swg J

\-MJSWg

+r,/t ' 'bsl
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else

\

Qjswg - ^jswg
2I jswg^bs

^swg j
+ •hsl

For Vbd< 0

Tsi ri
Qjdwg = Ciswg -^^2 1- 1- Vbd

\1 Mjgy,g

^ ^bswg J

else

Qjdwg ~ ^jswg 7 ^^Ybs
10"

03Mjgy^^gVbd
1H

^bswg )

Source: G, =

Drain: Gj =M, - - >/0j +^«

C^.6. Extrinsic Charges

C.2.6.1 .Bottom S/D to Substrate Charge

''box

+ Tf •hd\

^stdfi ^stbb

+ Z'It ''bdl

^std^ ~
^sd V rddi /

C'inin 1 "^nun)
(V —V"sid^ sdth

V —V^ sddi «{(!» y

elsetf

else

C.2.6.2.Sidewall S/D to Substrate Charge

^sdesw ~ ^sdesw 1+^
'St

>ox
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C.2.6.3.Gate to substrate overlap charge

^egov ~^egoiygs
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Appendix D: Some Useful Charge Derivations

D.l. Some derivations for tiie EBCl-BSIMSOI model

The channel potential can be derived as follow

Ki[^4>.-Vb,+Vy{y) +̂l(l>s -Vte)] (D.7)

At any point y along the channel

Ijsy=W/jC„|'(Vg„+is:,+V,{yf"--{0, ]] (D.8)
here assume constant mobility

+/i:,V0r^-oJV'&)Vd, -|a:i((0, -Vfa -(0, (D.9)

So y can be expressed as a function of channel potential Vy

y (Vj„+A:,V^r^-Oa',(y))l',(y)-|A:i((0.-V,,+V,(y))'"-(0,-V»,f^]
^ {Vgs, + -OSVj,y^ -Vbs +V&f "̂(0, -Vtef

At y = XcL, Vy= Yes, therefore

(Vgs, -03V„y„ -Vbs +V«f^
X - - ^ — (D.ll)

(v^« +ifl is:i((0,-Vbs +Visf^ -(0,
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The depletion charge Qsubsi can be calculatedby this expression

^dy^Qs^l(y)=WC^Ki J-Vb,-V^{y)dy=WC^Ki j ^^s'Vbs-Vy
K^yj

dVy (D.12)

can be calculated from (D.IO). Afterintegrating (D.12), Qsubsi canbe calculated
dV.

-yjfr.-(A-yb.f)-i^yacv{io.-n.)+03y^)]
K6ev(vu + -05-K«v)-f +K6CV -VL)* -(A -Vj*]
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